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Called the greatest Civil War historian, Shelby Foote began
his career as a novelist whose powerful works of fiction rose
out of his closeness to life and culture in.
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Shelby Foote, the historian whose incisive, seasoned
commentary -- delivered in a drawl so mellifluous that one
critic called it "molasses over.
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Obituary: Shelby Foote | US news | The Guardian
Shelby Foote, (born November 17, , Greenville, Mississippi,
U.S.—died June 27, , Memphis, Tennessee), American historian,
novelist, and short- story.

Shelby Foote wrote the definitive history of the American
Civil War and contributed greatly to Ken Burns's The Civil War
series. Learn more about the man and.
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He often skipped class to explore the library, and once he
even spent the night among the shelves. Indeed, Chapman
reveals that the whole of Foote's novels and historical
narratives serves as a refuge from deeply ambiguous feelings.
Aftertheirdivorce,FootefollowedPeggybacktohernativeMemphis,Tennes
Foote matriculated at the University of North Carolina inbut
thought his courses boring and dropped out after his second
year. Regardless, though Foote had no formal training as a
historian, Cerf offered him a contract for a work of
approximatelywords.
Theworkreceivedgenerallyfavorablereviews,thoughscholarscriticized
was the sort of classic southern story of family decline and
displacement that obsessed William Faulkner. He scorns
northern extremists, blames the abolitionists for provoking
the war, and has a fondness for the murderous cavalry exploits
of Nathan Bedford Forrest, whose granddaughter he met as a
boy, and who permitted him to swing Forrest's sabre above his
head.
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